Ecovet Customer Reviews - 2017
Jackie19 from Pensacola, FL

Fly Spray That Actually Works! - July 26th, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“Our farm is sandwiched between a cattle operation and a field full of goats! We have loads of flies and biting
bugs. We are also in a very hot, humid climate. Most days it is just buggy and disgusting. I purchased Ecovet Fly
Repellent figuring it would work for 5 minutes like most fly sprays. Boy, was I wrong! This stuff is great and
works all night. My horses get about 4 sprays before evening turnout and this keeps them happy and bug free.
My new fly spray for life!”
Seefah from Madison, WI

Finally a fly spray that actually works! Bravo. - July 24th, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“The horseflies are killers this year in the Midwest. We have had a ton of rain & the bugs near our marsh &
woods torture our horses. Until now nothing worked for more than a few minutes. I sprayed Beau at 9pm.
When I returned to get Beau from an open field at 9am the next day he was bug free, grazing comfortably. No
more open bloody bites & the flies were not landing on him. Be sure and read the directions carefully! This is
no ordinary fly spray. It smells pleasant too! Stock up:-)”

Hmcdressage from York, ME

Seriously Works! - July 22nd, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“Alot of people claim their bug sprays work... this one actually does! We have the worst case of horse and deer
flies at my barn and they won't even bother my horse when he wears this stuff! It's the difference between
him hiding in the shed or happily grazing mid day!”

Michelletjk from Idaho

It Really Works! - July 18th, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“We live down the road from a dairy and they must breed super flies there because nothing works to repel
them, until now! Ecovet is the only product that keeps the flies off our horses, even the sensitive OTTB isn't
stomping and swishing at flies! It does smell very strong but I don't think it's as awful smelling as some of the
reviews are saying it is and definitely worth it! I've paid more for products that didn't work and it lasts longer
than the cheap fly sprays, and it works!”

Ninafancy from Chicago, IL

Finally – a non-toxic spray that works! - June, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“I am so happy to finally have found a non-toxic fly spray that works. It is as effective as the other fly sprays I
have with pyrethrins and now I don't worry about what the chemicals are doing to both me, my kids, my horses, and the environment. And I'm not sure why other reviewers are put off by the smell. It really doesn't bother me at all. I spray it inside the barn with no issues.”

Gravel Road Mom from Kansas

Best Product Available Now. - June, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“This stuff works!! Apply it as directed then sit back and watch (or ride) one very, very happy horse. After two
of my horses were harmed by Farnam Bronco Gold I was leery of another new fly spray. EcoVet did not disappoint or harm my horses”

Kathleen from California

Amazing Fly Spray! - May, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“I received a sample of this fly spray and tried it with a hopeful and open mind. It is amazing! It is completely
different than traditional fly sprays. The flys hate this stuff! You have to spray it your horse a little differently
than the other fly sprays. Spray it directly on the area you want it. Don't spray in large circles, fanning the spray
around like before. My horse is in irrigated pasture 24/7 and it can get very buggy out there. A problem for my
horse has been bites on his front legs, with bleeding in some cases. Now no bites at all. I spray it very closely
along the sides, back and front of legs and with a cloth to his face. A direct line along the middle of the belly
and no fly parties down there. Love it!”

ST17 from Louisiana

Best protection for my dark horse. - May, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“My horse detests the odor of the top rated fly sprays. I ordered Ecovet to try. My horse had 5 horses in her
face. After wiping her face with a paper towel the flies stayed away. She actually likes the fragrance and
doesn't try to run while I'm applying like she does with other brands.”

Dressageponies from Rochester, MA

Keeps the Flies Off! - September, 2016 - 5/5 Stars
“This is the best product I have used for keeping away the nasty little flies that are so abundant in September!
They simply do not land where it gets sprayed! Wonderful product that I will not be without”

By Seefah

Finally an equine fly spray that actually works and lasts for hours & hours!!!
July 24th, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“Triple Wow!! The horse fly's are killers in WI this year. Nothing keep them from chewing up my horses flesh!
Horrible bug situation near the marsh & woods. I could not believe my eyes when I went out to get my horse
12 hours later & he was comfortable & bug free. The flies landed but quickly flew off to find a more receptive
host. Be sure & read the directions carefully. Spray legs & lower body. Keep mist away from ears & eyes. Also
wear gloves while spraying. Not too much of a problem to take precaution's with a great product that actually
works! Bravo”

By Mary

Works differently, but really works! - July 31st, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“Check out the company's video instructions as this spray operates on different principles than other repellents. It provides immediate relief and is economical when directions are followed. I spray it on a cloth and
wipe on the horses, and everyone is happy but the flies!”

By Debbie65

Best Fly Spray Ever - May 29th, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“I have a Tennessee Walking Horse who suffers every year from fly bite allergies and sweet itch. This is the only product that works to keep him comfortable and hive and itch free. I've tried every product out there including home made repellents and this one truly works.”

By Laurie

Amazing Product - June 1st, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“Was recommended me to my friend and I bought it to try it. My horse had bad allergies to the bugs in FL and
this has helped so much with keeping them off and with his itching.”

By Shamrock

Great Stuff - May 22nd, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“It works especially for horses that are sensitive to petroleum products. I only have to put it on every 2 or 3
days . And we have a lot of flies and mosquitoes.”

By Dave S.

The Fly Spray That We Have Been Waiting For………. - July 17, 2016 - 5/5 Stars
“This works better than most over the counter fly sprays. I own 4 horses and have tried just about everything
possible. If your horse has sweet itch, this is the stuff you need, it works and it works very well. The instruction
are very explicit on application to your horse (so follow them). I've found that when sprayed right before
morning turn out, they can go just about all day without the gnats bothering them (same for Green Headed
Flies). If you really need to test this stuff, spray one horse with ecovet and another with anything that you
have, then turn them out together and watch what happens.”

By Carolyn Boesse

Fabulous at Fighting Flies! - May 23rd, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“I purchased Ecovet in April 2017 and have been using it exclusively since then. Central Texas flies, mosquitos,
gnats, etc are horrific! I have used almost every traditional fly spray using toxic chemicals and pesticides as well
as non-toxic formulas. None have worked as well as Ecovet. One of my horses is typically plagued by bot fly
eggs but after spraying him with Ecovet there has not been any bot eggs.
Some thoughts on Ecovet:
1. I typically only fly spray the horses 2-3 times a week versus everyday with other products.
2. Fewer sprays of Ecovet are needed to effectively shield the horse.
3. Yes, it has a fairly heavy odor. Just don't spray it in the barn and stay up wind of it.
4. The price 'seems' high but in the long run it is much cheaper and much for effective.
5. If you're reading this you're fed up with traditional sprays and want something that works. Give it a try”

By Flint5292

We use it on all 22 of our equine. - July 6th, 2016 - 5/5 Stars
“Ecovet works as well as other fly sprays, but without the nasty chemicals! It is made of fatty acids, which is
very effective on the flies, but so natural that it won't harm honeybees! I feel so much better using this product on our horses rather than harmful chemicals. It does have to be reapplied if it rains, but this gives me a
good excuse to go out and spend more time with the horses. Great product!”

By Wisconsin-Midwest

Belly and top of the neck every 2nd to 3rd day and it is working great.
June 15, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“In all the years I have had horses, the only fly repellent I ever had faith in over long term was WIPE as it is oil
based so it has a residual effect. After trying a small bottle of ECOVET on three horses, I have switched over
completely to this. Just ordered the gallon jug. I followed the directions and just spritz on legs, belly and top of
neck every 2nd to 3rd day and it is working great. I had read that you have to get used to the smell, but I didn't
find it that strong and it is a pleasant smell, similar to essential oils.”

By JFD

Love This Product - June 9th, 2017 - 5/5 Stars
“This is the most effective repellent for flies and mosquitos I have found. Not sure why hula dancer's review
talked about greasy on skin - watch the video and apply it sparingly. I spray some on my hat and shoes to go
hiking and it works great! Also spray on a towel and leave by hot tub at the lake and it keeps the mosquitos
away. Almost all friends who come over notice the smell but are not at all repulsed by it. (I don't actually use it
on a horse at all) Lasts a very long time too!!”

By Mina
“I won your eco-vet fly spray prize pack. I wanted to check in and let you know how it was working. I just want
to say it's the best fly spray I've ever used! Not a single thing touches my gelding. He's so sensitive to bugs I
have a hard time riding him because he's so busy trying to swat flies that he can't pay attention. I've tried everything there is and nothing seems to work. I used your fly spray while riding and he's a completely different
horse. I've had the best rides all spring/summer on him since switching to
your fly spray. He's calm and attentive. He used to run the gate in the field to come in he was so bothered. Not
any more. He's content to graze all day! Everyone at my barn is impressed. I'm totally switching over for good!
Thanks so much! Your fly spray has made a huge difference for me and my
young gelding!”

